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ABSTRACT: In the era of wireless communication system as the application development scenario is
increasing rapidly. Vanet is basically a vehicular ad hoc network which is defined in the IEEE 802.11p Standard
for better adaptability in the wireless network environment that basically provide the communication among
both vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructures because having the distributed environment, security
emerges as an important issue. The transmission of the data is performed under the untrusted network
environment. The authenticity is vulnerable to different security attacks. Wormhole attack is one of the serious
kind of attack on the wireless sensor network In which packets are captured by a malicious node that perform
tunneling from one location to the another location and also transmit them into the established network. In this
paper we discuss about the efficient method to detect wormhole tunneling by adding the Data packet leashes
with some advancement by including the packet status along with it which is authenticated by the two secure
cryptographic algorithms RSA combine with the Digital Signature Algorithm. The packet broadcasting is
performed by the efficient IAODV routing protocol.
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he received the original message or data. The
I. INTRODUCTION:
data is not altered by any malicious attacker.
Vanet has a distributed infrastructure so it
C.
Confidentiality: Through the confidentiality the
has to manage all the security and privacy issues in
privacy of the data maintains. Some kind of
the network during the communication between
sensitive information should exchange in an
distributed nodes in the vehicular ad-hoc networking
encrypted manner.
In vanet there are various attacks like wormhole
D. Non-repudiation: It is like an assurance which
attack, Sybil attack, and man in the middle attack,
cannot be denied by the user which prevents the
jelly fish attack, denial of services (DOS) attacks
attacker to deny.
and attacks that affect the authentication of the
E. Availability: It allows all the resources available
network. So considering all these issues in the vanet
to the valid users when they requires.
network there are some method for preventing and
detecting all these malicious attacks in the network
1.2. TUNNELING THROUGH WORMHOLE ATTACK
to make the vehicular ad hoc system more secure
In the wormhole attack the communicating
and efficient. The main reason for the security of the
network is surrounded by more than one malicious
network is to hide the information about the original
vehicles or nodes in the system. These malicious
identity of the drivers so that malicious nodes could
nodes build a tunnel within a network and sends
not misuse.
malicious messages from one node to another node
through the tunnel. The malicious nodes keep the
1.1 PARAMETERS OF SECURITY IN VANET:
control of the whole network system.
For the security of vanet network some
So continuously exchanging of these
parameters of the security are defined which include
malicious messages makes the communication
its specific properties and criteria to provide security
system inconsistent.
The process of the
attributes. Here are those security attributes for any
establishment of the tunnel in two ways .The first
network. [1]. Here are some security parameters in
method is that tunneling creating within the Out of
the following description:
band channel and the second way is in band channel.
A. Authentication: This attribute ensures that the
These ways creates an illusion because the tunneled
message or the information is sent by an
data packet is arrive very Quickly or it takes very
authenticated user.
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less hop count in compare to the usually process of
transmission .So it become hard to detect the
malicious routs. Various kinds of attacks can be
formed like replay attacks, Eavesdropping attacks
etc. Here in the following figure the tunneling is
established by two attacker nodes during the packet
transmission.

Fig1: Proceed tunneling by malicious node 1 and
node 2
We can classify the types of wormhole
attacks according to the visibility of the attacker
nodes on the transmission routs or the behavior of
the attacker nodes to forward the data packets .so it
can define by the different categories like open
wormholes, half-open wormhole and the third is
closed wormhole attack. In the open wormhole
attack the attacker node is known by the other nodes
in the network and they would pretend that the
attacker nodes as their direct neighbor node. But in
the case of half-open wormholes the attacker can
only perform the tunneling the data packets within
the network from one side to another side and
rebroadcasts them without doing any modification or
changes to the packets. In the closed wormhole
attacks, the source and the destination nodes are
shown as both are far away as only one hop from
each other, and all the intermediate nodes in the
networks routs are kept as hidden nodes. [1]

II. RELATED WORK:
Wormhole attacks can be easily launched
on the network security system because of the non
centralized infrastructure and it is difficult to detect
within the distributed network. More ever various
wireless sensor network routing protocols deploy the
different cryptographic techniques or other solutions
like directional antennas, packet leashes techniques,
clock synchronization, DELPHI technique [2] etc. to
prevent the network from the unauthorized access
with this tunneling attack. Here are some methods
including related work presented by different authors
to detecting or preventing the wormhole attack from
the wireless sensor network.
Hon Sun Chiu et al [2] In this paper the
author presents a new method that is DelPHI, which
is called as delay per hop indication. In which the
www.ijera.com
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author detect the wormhole attack by observing the
delay between the sender and the receiver during the
transmission of the packet. Accordingly this method
of detection does not require any type of hardware
resources and the synchronized clock.
Saurabh Gupta et.al [3] in this paper the
author used a WHOP algorithm which used packet
hound for detecting the wormhole attack in the
wireless network. With this algorithm it detect the
tunnel by counting the number of hops between the
nodes & evaluate that the hop difference between the
intermediate node are acceptable or not.
Seyed Mohammad Safi et.al [4] Authors
proposed a novel approach for the avoidance of the
wormhole attack in the vanet network. This
avoidance technique includes the packet leashes and
the heap method for the wormhole attack occurs
during the routing of the protocol.
In the proposed method the wormhole
attack can be prevented by detecting the malicious
node in the communication network because the
attack is happens through two or more than these
malicious nodes. This attack basically interrupts the
routing network especially the networks that uses on
demanding routing protocols like AODV and DSR.
Hichem Sedjelmaci et.al [4] Authors proposed frame
work which is an intrusion detection system for
vehicular network (IDFV) which secure the wireless
network against the various routing attacks like
Wormhole attack, packet duplication
occurrence while transmission and black hole attack
etc. this IDFV framework applies a secure reputation
method for the assessment of the trust level of the
vehicles along with the sensor networks. This frame
work basically evaluates the system with the high
detection rate and low false rate accordingly.

III. PROPOSED WORK
In the tunneling attack, the data packet or
information is received by a malicious node called as
attacker at a particular location point and it tunnels
those data packets to the different place and replays
those packets into the whole wireless transmission
network. These attackers can transmit the
information bit by bit from the data packet instead of
waiting for the whole packet to be forwarded so that
it could maintain the minimization in the delay .So
this would be more harmful and not so easy to
detectable in the wireless sensor network.
The proposed methodology is basically
based on the ad hoc on demand routing protocol
AODV protocol is worked as a reactive routing
protocol in which the nodes present in the network
worked as the routers. When it is necessary to send
the data within the network they obtain the rout by
maintaining the routing table. The approach of
IAODV protocol [5] is worked on the statement that
is as “limited source routing up to two hops with the
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backup routs.”[5]
Basically this extended protocol merges the features
of DSR and AOMDV protocol. In the basic Ad hoc
on demand routing protocol, it gives a surety by
giving the information timely with a highly
accuracy.
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3.1 IMPROVED ROUT REQUEST (IRREQ)
AND
IMPROVED ROUTE RESPONSE (IRREP)
PACKETS
The secure routing phase is complete with
two phases in which first is rout discovery and rout
maintenance is the second and last phase. During the
discovery of the transmission rout the improved
route request IRREQ phase is extended in a way to
create the backup routes from the source to the
destination that if occurrence of any primary route
failure, the source node can use the backup routes
for data transmission. In the proposed routing
protocol it includes the additional address of the next
node of the communication network.
Here the design of the updated & improved
route request packet (IRREQ) structure which
contain the IP address of rout request packet, IP
address of destination address, sequence no. of rout
request packet and addition of IP address of next
node with is sequence no.
The Structure of the packet with these parameter is
as shows in the following table:

leashes are very effective mechanism to deal with
wormhole attack over the wireless network.
This leashes technique is categorized by
two different methods. In this geographical leashes
all nodes which have loosely synchronized clock
along with them & these node must be aware of their
location so accordingly if a data packet is sending by
a nodes, Psrc must include its location an the time
Tsen which compute the ±Δ and V ,the upper bound
on the velocity of node through the following
equation: DSR ≤ | | Psrc – Prec | |+2V.( Trec –Tsen +
Δ)+δ
Where DSR = distance between the sender and the
node itself in the communication network.[7]
On the other hand the temporal leashes
used the tightly synchronized clock which include
the concept of computing the maximum difference
(Δ) between any two nodes within the transmission
network and which is necessary to known by all of
the nodes participated in the communication
network. We uses these method to control over the
wormholes created by the malicious nodes through
under the condition in which the packet cannot be
able to traverse further than the particular given
distance denoted by L within the communication
network. Every node in the network must be
synchronized up to the Δ. So L > Lmin = Δ.c,
Where Δ=maximum time synchronization
error & C = the wireless signal speed over the
communication.
When a packet is send by a sender node at
a time Tsen then a time of its expiration must be
assigned as Te = Tsen +L/C – Δ , when the receiver
receives the data packet if the temporal leashes is
expired (means Trec > Te ). [7] It drops this packet
in that case.

Fig2: Rout-Requesting table of improved
transmission protocol.

3.3. A HYBRID AUTHENTICATION APPROACH FOR
SECURING DATA PACKETS
The use of temporal leashes is not enough
for securing the communication network from the
malicious nodes to create tunneling. The expiration
time must be authenticated so it becomes secure
from intrusions set up by the attackers. Basically we
uses the concept of the hybrid cryptographic
technique which merge the more optimal features of
two secure cryptographic algorithms which is the
RSA emerging with the concept of digital signature
algorithm.[8]
RSA works on the public key cryptography
including two basic functions which are encryption
and the process of decryption and the digital
signature algorithm generate the digital signature
and validate it. The hybrid feature wants to maintain
the efficiency of bits so it includes the 1024 bits for
RSA with the 512 bits DSA algorithm that leads the
transmission of the message more secure as compare
to previous proposals related to the security.

3.2. PREVENTION FROM THE TUNNELING EFFECT
After the routing sequences it become a big
issue to protect the data packet securely from the
different networking attacks like Wormhole, DDOS
attacks, jellyfish attack etc, which we are already
discussed before because of having distributed
infrastructure. So to prevent the transmission
network over the Wormhole tunneling the packet
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In this hybrid algorithm the key generating
procedure is manage under the trusted authority. A
pair of public and the private key is provided to
every user which participates in the communication
network. The next process is performing the
cryptographic algorithm with the help of these key
pairs.
 RSA Algorithm: Perform encryption and
decryption
 Digital Signature: Verification process

www.ijera.com

transmission network which obviously affects the
security parameters during communication within
wireless sensor networks. Here is the flow of
procedure under IAODV routing protocol with the
addition of packet leashes which is used to detect
and prevent the network from the various attackers.

Fig3: Functioning of the used secured hybrid
algorithm.
These pairs of keys are used to encrypt and
signing the data packet and after verifying it for the
decryption of the data packet. When every nodes
have their pair of keys & any node will send data
where the encryption process is done through the
public key of the receiver node and it digitally
signed by the private key of the sender node and on
the other hand receiver node receive the encrypted
data packet which can be only decrypted by the
public key of sender node. The verification
procedure with the digital signature is done by the
public key of sender node. Data is received when the
digital signature is found valid as the whole
procedure is shown in the described figure. So we go
through this procedure to be more secure against the
wormhole attack.
3.4. PROCESS FLOW OF TRANSMISSION UNDER
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
The process is starts form the secure
routing protocol which additionally manages the
temporal leash with its deadline time to detect the
tunneling created by the malicious node and
eventually performed the wormhole attack in the
www.ijera.com

Fig 4: Secure Rout flow to control over malicious
nodes in wireless sensor network.

IV. SIMULATION & RESULT:
The implementation of wormhole attack
prevention is done under the network simulator2
(NS2).Basically it has a UNIX based open source
environment, generally using TCL language for
scripting. Through this approach of improved
routing protocol the packet deliver rate is maintained
with the addition of hybrid cryptographic algorithm
as compare to basic ad hoc routing protocol under
high traffic scenario. We compare the result by
calculating some factor like end to end delay and
throughput. Here in the following figure the analysis
graph of throughput, this basically refers to the
average data rate of successful message delivery
over a specific communications link. From the
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results, proposed prevention method gives more
throughput than the existing one as shown following
measured in bits per second (bps).

Fig5: Throughput gained by the proposed prevention
method.

Fig8: Performance analysis in term of end to end
delay between IAODV and basic AODV protocol

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is a number
of successfully received packets to the total number
of packets sent by sender which includes retransmissions of the packet also. In the second
simulating graph, red line indicates the energy
consumption in the prevention method, where as
green is for attacker method. According to this
result, proposed method PDR is higher than before.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE:
In wireless sensor network, security
becomes very important issue because of having its
distributed kind of environment so in this paper we
worked on the security related issues like tunneling
attack and proposed some improved routing protocol
with packet leashes technique & secure it by a
hybrid cryptographic approach. Through this
implementation flow the packet delivery rate is
much improved with efficient way. We can further
implement some more advance features which can
take less time to detect wormhole attacker to find
secure routs and reduce delay between packet
transmissions even more efficiently.
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